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Grateful Pillow Box Favor
Uses the Pillow Box Sizzix Die.
Cut out die shape in More Mustard and emboss with Chevron
embossing folder. Adhere sticky strip along lengthwise tab, crease
all lengthwise folds and seal pillow box along one long edge with
the sticky strip already in place. * Fold in end tabs to create
“pillow,” making sure that notched tab folds in first. Wrap strip of
Designer Paper around pillow and secure with glue dot.
Stamp sentiment in Chocolate Chip onto White strip and “flag” one
end with square punch. Adhere to box front. Using Chocolate Chip
and More Mustard markers, ink up acorn image and stamp onto White, cut out and pop-dot over end of sentiment.
Coffee Mini Milk Carton Favor
Uses Mini Milk Carton Sizzix die.
Cut out die shape in Naturals Ivory card stock. * While still flat, randomly stamp all over
with coffee beans stamps in Close To Cocoa.
Adhere sticky strip along tab*, and crease all perpendicular folds. Fold carton into “tube”
and seal long edge with sticky strip already in place. Fold in bottom tabs, sealing last one
with glue dot, which is already adhered for you.
Wrap Designer Paper strip around upright carton, adhering with Snail Runner. Tie Kraft
ribbon around carton over Designer Paper strip as shown.
Make the diagonal “milk carton” folds at the top of the box, and clip mini clip at one side.
Stamp sentiment onto matching card stock and punch out with tag punch. Layer onto
Close To Cocoa tag, and adhere Espresso heart as shown. Adhere near clip at top of carton
as shown.

Shower Purse Favor
Uses Petite Purse Sizzix die.
Cut purse shape from Baja Breeze card stock, and a coordinating purse flap
shape from Designer Paper. Trim flap shape edge and snip off tab.* Adhere
Designer Paper shape over card stock base.
Adhere two pieces of sticky strip along purse tabs, and punch two holes for
strap ribbon at the top of the purse “sides.”* Crease all folds and assemble
purse using sticky strip already in place.
Folding flap back out of the way, tie a knot in one end of your Kiwi Kiss satin
ribbon, thread through one hole so that knot goes to the inside, then thread
through other hole and tie second knot at the other end, again, inside the
purse. Tug knots back up against purse so that strap arches over the purse
top.
Go ahead and close the purse by inserting the tab into the slot. You might
want to give the flap a bit of curve by running it against the edge of the table.
Stamp flower image onto Kiwi Kiss card stock and punch out.* Pop dot
flower over purse closure. Stamp “For You” sentiment in Kiwi Kiss onto
White, and punch out. Pop dot sentiment over flower.

